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Speech Corpus

 A typical speech corpus/database contains material from 
a single speaker, “the voice talent”

 Fragments of speech from the database can be used in 
concatenative TTS

 The database itself can be used as training material for a 
self-learning system

 HTS
 Clustergen



The voice talent

 Gender and age

 Voice quality
 Creakiness
 Pleasantness
 …

 Consistency
 Must retain the same quality of voice



The texts

 Phonetical coverage
 Sounds of the target language
 Support for other languages
 Allophony

- Nasality

- Breathiness

 Creating/finging the texts
 Own intuition and needs

- Real-life application related utterances

- Nonsense words words rare diphones
 Text corpora

- Greedy algorithm



The texts

 Single words and other very short utterance

 Sentence-sized utterances
 Sentences are not read out in isolation of other sentences

 Paragraph-sized utterances
 Good for reading books
 Hard to maintain consistent amplitude

 Should cover phonetically manifested phenomena
 List and question intonation
 Sentence final creakiness in Finnish
 ...



Pauses and other non-phoneme stuff 

 Various kinds of pauses
 Glottal stops
 List intonation pauses
 Interutterance unaudible short pauses (for stress etc)
 Longer break

- Inhalation

- Exhalation

 Other stuff
 Laughter
 “mmmm”
 ....



Corpus type

 Neutral speech

 Emonational speech
 Happy, sad, angry
 Similar: drunk, having a flue...
 Actors?



It's all in the database

 You can not concatenate nor train what's not in the 
database

 Ad hoc rules need to be applied
 To form question intonation when the database consists of 

neutral declarative utterances
 etc 



Database size

 In theory, the more the merrier...

 Require more automated and manual work

 Speaker consistency suffers



In studio 

 Same settings for every recording session
 Microphone
 Distance from the microphone, walls etc
 Volume level
 Sample rate
 ...



Splitting the audio data into utterances 

 Typical studio software can split long recordings into 
utterance-sized chunks

 Mietta Lennes has written Praat scripts that can do this as 
well
First mark the pauses: 

http://www.helsinki.fi/~lennes/praat-scripts/#pauses
Then split the long audio file into smaller chunks: 

http://www.helsinki.fi/~lennes/praat-scripts/#cutting
 Next time I should make an exercise of them...

http://www.helsinki.fi/~lennes/praat-scripts/#cutting


Segmenting the utterances automatically 

 We have the sound file and a corresponging text
 Though voice talents do not always read the texts correctly...

 Convert the text into phones/segments

 Then pair the segments and the speech signal

 Automated segmenters
 HTK, Sphinx(train), ehmm (Festovx)...

- Pretty much every speech recognition engine
 Dynamic time warping

- Use tts to synthesize the same text and then match the 

two sound files



Segmenting the utterances manually 

 Automating systems are not perfect

 Manual checking/correction often required

 Done by some sound editor
 Praat
 Wavesurfer
 Emu
 ....
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